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…We are now face to face with Israel. In recent days Israel has been making aggressive
threats and boasting. On 12th May a very impertinent statement was made. Anyone reading this
statement must believe that these people are so boastful and deceitful that one simply cannot
remain silent. The statement said that the Israeli commanders announced they would carry out
military operations against Syria in order to occupy Damascus and overthrow the Syrian
government. On the same day the Israeli Premier, Eshkol, made a very threatening statement
against Syria. At the same time the commentaries said that Israel believed that Egypt could not
make a move because it was bogged down in Yemen…
On 16th May we requested the withdrawal of the United Nations Emergency Force [UNEF]
in a letter from Lt-Gen. Mahmud Fawzi. We requested the complete withdrawal of the UNEF. A
major worldwide campaign, led by the United States, Britain and Canada, began opposing the
withdrawal of the UNEF from Egypt. Thus we felt that attempts were being made to turn the
UNEF into a force serving neo-imperialism. It is obvious that the UNEF entered Egypt with our
approval and therefore cannot continue to stay in Egypt except with our approval. Until
yesterday a great deal was said about the UNEF. A campaign is also being mounted against the
UN Secretary-General because he made a faithful and honest decision and could not surrender to
the pressure brought to bear upon him by the United States, Britain and Canada to make the
UNEF an instrument for implementing imperialism’s plans…
Our forces are now in Sinai and we are fully mobilized both in Gaza and Sinai. We notice
that there is a great deal of talk about peace these days. Peace, peace, international peace,
international security, UN intervention, and so on and so forth, all appears daily in the press.
Why is it that no one spoke about peace, the UN and security when on 12th May the Israeli
premier and the Israeli commanders made their statements that they would occupy Damascus,
overthrow the Syrian regime, strike vigorously at Syria, and occupy a part of Syria? It was
obvious that the press approved of the statements made by the Israeli premier and commanders.
There is talk about peace now. What peace? If there is a true desire for peace we say that we
also work for peace. But does peace mean ignoring the rights of the Palestinian people because
of the passage of time? Does peace mean that we should concede our rights because of the
passage of time? Nowadays they speak about a UN presence in the region for the sake of peace.
Does a UN in the region for peace mean that we should close our eyes to everything? The UN
has adopted a number of resolutions in favour of the Palestinian people. Israel has implemented
none of these resolutions. This brought no reaction from the UN.
Today, U.S. Senators, members of the House of Representatives, the press and the entire
world speak in favour of Israel, of the Jews. But nothing is said in the Arabs’ favour. The UN
resolutions which favour the Arabs have not been implemented. What does this mean? No one is

speaking in the Arabs’ favour. How does the UN stand with regard to the Palestinian people?
How does it stand with regard to the rights of the Palestinian people? How does it stand with
regard to the tragedy which has continued since 1948? Talk of peace is heard only when Israel is
in danger. But when Arab rights and the rights of the Palestinian people are lost, no one speaks
about peace, rights, or anything like this…
The armed forces’ responsibility is now yours. The armed forces yesterday occupied Sharm
ash-Shaykh. What does this mean? It is affirmation of our rights and our sovereignty over the
Gulf of Aqabah which constitutes Egyptian territorial waters. Under no circumstances will we
allow the Israeli flag to pass through the Gulf of Aqabah.
The Jews threaten war. We tell them you are welcome, we are ready for war. Our armed
forces and all our people are ready for war, but under no circumstances will we abandon any of
our rights. This water is ours. War might be an opportunity for the Jews, for Israel and Rabin, to
test their forces against ours and to see that what they wrote about the 1956 battle and the
occupation of Sini was all a lot of nonsense.
With all this there is imperialism, Israel and reaction. Reaction casts doubt on everything and
so does the Islamic alliance. We all know that the Islamic alliance is now represented by three
states: the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the Kingdom of Jordan and Iran. They are saying that the
purpose of the Islamic alliance is to reunite the Muslim against Israel. I would like the Islamic
alliance to serve the Palestine question in only one way—by preventing the supply of oil to
Israel. The oil which now reaches Israel, which reaches Eilat, comes from some of the Islamic
alliance states. It goes to Eilat from Iran. Who then is supplying Israel with oil? The Islamic
alliance—Iran, an Islamic alliance state. Such is the Islamic alliance. It is an imperialist alliance
and this means it sides with Zionism because Zionism is the main ally of imperialism.
The Arab world, which is now mobilised to the highest degree, knows all this. It knows how
to deal with the imperialist agents, the allies of Zionism and the fifth column.
They say they want to co-ordinate their plans with us. We cannot coordinate our plans in any
way with Islamic alliance members because it would mean giving our plans to the Jews and to
Israel. This is a vital battle. When we said that we were ready for the battle we meant that we
would surely fight if Syria or any other Arab state was subjected to aggression.
The armed forces are now everywhere. The army and all the forces are now mobilised and so
are the people. They are all behind you, praying for you day and night and believing that you are
the pride of their nation, of the Arab nation. This is the felling of the Arab people in Egypt and
outside Egypt. We are confident that you will honour the trust. Everyone of us is ready to die and
not give away a grain of his country’s sand. This for us is the greatest honour. It is the greatest
honour for us to defend our country. We are not scared by the imperialist, Zionist or reactionary
campaigns. We are independent and we know the taste of freedom. We have built a strong
national army and achieved our aims. We are building our country. There is currently a
propaganda campaign, a psychological campaign, and a campaign of doubt against us. We leave
all this behind us and follow the course of duty and victory. May God be with you.
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